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Beautiful, bold  
and absolutely divine,  
look to our luxurious 
feather plumes for  

crafting one-of-a-kind 
centerpieces.

Make your  
centerpieces divine! 

Make your  
centerpieces divine! 



» full drama... If you’re looking for
extravagance, you won’t find a grander idea than 
this one. Extra fullness combined with a black 
and white color palette makes this centerpiece 
sophisticated, but with a trendy appeal.

« petite
sophistication...
Fewer plumes fit the bill for 
more intimate settings and 
tighter budgets. That was key 
for this striking red and white 
arrangement. Artfully arranged 
in a vase, these feathers create 
a showpiece that won’t prevent 
your guests from conversing 
across the table.

Elegant Drama . . . 
IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR SIMPLE 
ELEGANCE AND STRIKING 
BEAUTY, (LIKE THE PROJECT 
FEATURED ON THE COVER), TRY 
KEEPING THE FEATHERS TO 
ONLY ONE COLOR.

Plume       de  bloom! 
Plume       de  bloom! 



« whimsy and  
elegant... Delicate, 
slightly whimsical and undeniably 
beautiful, these elegant feather 
balls are a charming and 
unexpected addition to your 
wedding décor. Suspend them 
on lengths of coordinating 
ribbon, or place them in the 
center of a graceful reception 
table (below) by placing on a 
silver cake stand.

« petite
sophistication...
Fewer plumes fit the bill for 
more intimate settings and 
tighter budgets. That was key 
for this striking red and white 
arrangement. Artfully arranged 
in a vase, these feathers create 
a showpiece that won’t prevent 
your guests from conversing 
across the table.

   beauty in  
the round... 
Make your own beautiful  
feather balls for your   
special day. Use floral  
cutters to trim luxurious feather  
plumes down into picks, approximately 4" in length. Then, gently push feather picks 
into a floral foam ball, keeping stems very close together to attain the full coverage 
shown. If desired, finish with sparkling rhinestone sprays (available in the Wedding 
Department) for a touch of bling.

«

Plume       de  bloom! 
Plume       de  bloom! 
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1. Insert feather plumes into foam portion of 
bouquet holder, keeping stems close together 
for a full look (as pictured). If needed, use floral 
cutters to clip away excess stems as you work.

2. Drop pearl garlands into the vase, filling the 
vase almost to the top.

3. To secure arrangement to vase, gently work handle 
of bouquet holder into vase...the holder will act 
like an anchor within the pearls. Firmly press 
arrangement down into lip of vase.

here’s how we did it... 

SUPPLIES:
Tall Vase
Feather Plumes
Bouquet Holder
Pearl Garlands
Floral Cutter

Luxurious             Feather       Centerpiece
Luxurious             Feather       Centerpiece


